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Abstract

Phase Change Memory (PCM) is emerging as an attractive

alternative to Dynamic Random Access Memory (DRAM)

in building data-intensive computing systems. PCM offers

read/write performance asymmetry that makes it necessary

to revisit the design of in-memory applications.

In this paper, we focus on in-memory hash tables, a fam-

ily of data structures with wide applicability. We evaluate

several popular hash-table designs to understand their per-

formance under PCM. We find that for write-heavy work-

loads the designs that achieve best performance for PCM dif-

fer from the ones that are best for DRAM, and that designs

achieving a high load factor also cause a high number of

memory writes. Finally, we propose PFHT, a PCM-Friendly

Hash Table which presents a cuckoo hashing variant that is

tailored to PCM characteristics, and offers a better trade-off

between performance, the amount of writes generated, and

the expected load factor than any of the existing DRAM-

based implementations.

1. Introduction

Phase Change Memory (PCM) is an emerging class of non-

volatile memory technologies that offers an attractive com-

bination of features, making it a likely replacement for

DRAM. PCM can be built at higher chip densities than

DRAM, which is expected to translate into higher capacities

and lower cost per GB. It does not require power to retain

information, which not only means that it can be used for

persistent storage but also leads to lower power and energy

consumption when idle. Its read access latency is close to

that of DRAM, while its write latency is about 3-12 times

higher [19, 35]. It also suffers from a limited write en-
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durance. For example, a PCM cell can only be written about

10
8 times, which is a relatively low number given its low

write access latency.

Recent research has investigated: techniques to develop

operating system components such as file systems to use

PCM instead of the more traditional block-based storage

(flash or hard-disk) [8]; techniques to provide the applica-

tions a high-level API with durability and consistency guar-

antees [7, 35]; techniques to provide crash consistency

through versioning [33]; hardware techniques to mitigate

the endurance problem of PCM through wear-leveling [30].

While one can apply these generic techniques to reduce wear

and improve performance, different underlying algorithms

will exhibit different locality of memory accesses or a dif-

ferent mixture of read-write operations. We believe that even

with wear-leveling, algorithms should avoid excessive writes

in order to improve endurance of PCM. Hence, a question

still remains: what algorithms should one use that would

work best given the unique properties of PCM? In this pa-

per, we attempt to answer this question for hash tables.

Hash tables are data structures that can map keys to val-

ues, and are widely used in computer systems. They form the

basis of many NoSQL storage systems [1, 13, 23], are used

by databases to provide high-speed access to their working

sets [5, 10, 18], or used to implement in-memory caching

systems like Memcached [15, 27]. In such systems, the hash

tables often occupy hundreds of gigabytes and reach limits

imposed by DRAM capacity, cost, or even power costs [4].

As such, they are likely to benefit from using PCM instead

of DRAM. We note that in many cases these applications

require a high rate of in-memory updates: real-time analyt-

ics such as serving ads [26], caching when the miss rates

are high, and hash-based joins. For such uses, a high amount

of writes to memory can adversely affect hash table perfor-

mance and PCM endurance.

In this paper, we evaluate hash table performance over

DRAM and PCM. For our evaluation, we choose a basic

hash table design (linear probing) and many recent memory-

efficient designs such as cuckoo hashing [28] and hopscotch

hashing [17] that attempt to reduce the number of cache

misses with guaranteed lookup times. Since we want to

investigate the differences in hash table behavior between

DRAM and PCM, we focus on designs that generate a dif-

ferent mixture of read-write memory accesses and do not



consider techniques to improve CPU utilization by reducing

branch operations [36] and utilizing SIMD instructions [31].

We find that the memory efficient hash table designs suf-

fer from the problem of cascading writes. Cascading writes

happens when inserting a single key-value (KV) pair triggers

a chain of displacements of existing KV pairs, and results in

a large number of writes. Since PCM suffers from read-write

asymmetry in performance, cascading writes result in signif-

icantly degraded performance during insert operations.

We find several interesting results and the contributions

of this paper are as follows. First, we find that because of

the read-write asymmetry, for many workloads the design

that achieves the best performance for PCM differs from the

one that is best for DRAM. Second, for hash table designs

such as cuckoo hashing and hopscotch hashing, that can

support high load factor, we quantify how much these hash

tables suffer from the problem of cascading writes that can

hurt their performance and endurance of PCM. Based on

the insights gained through these experiments, we propose

a hash table design, PFHT(stands for PCM-Friendly Hash

Table), that takes into account the specific properties of PCM

and offers a better trade-off with respect to performance,

amount of writes, and load factor compared with existing

DRAM-based designs.

2. Background

Hash tables provide associative array functionality by stor-

ing key-value pairs at specific locations which are deter-

mined by applying one or more hash functions to the key.

2.1 Hash Table Designs

A basic hash table design is standard chained hashing, or

linear chaining. It uses an array of buckets that holds zero or

more key-value (KV) pairs in a linked-list, and a single hash

function that is applied to a key to determine the index of

the array containing the bucket that may hold the key and its

associated value. Although easy to implement, chained hash-

ing has two important drawbacks: poor CPU cache locality

due to pointer traversal (necessary when buckets have more

than one KV pair) and heap allocation and de-allocation

overhead for workloads with a high rate of modifying oper-

ations (inserts and removes). In addition, linear chaining is

often criticized for its simplistic handling of collisions which

is prone to adversarial attacks to adversely affect hash table

performance [9].

Array hashing [2] is a variant of standard chained hashing

that allocates contiguous heap space to store a bucket, using

realloc to handle the fluctuation in the number of elements

in a bucket. Although this design avoids pointer chasing, it

is unattractive for workloads with high number of insert and

delete operations because realloc is expensive.

Linear probing uses an array of buckets to store KV pairs

and avoids heap operations. During a KV pair insert, the key

is hashed to an array index and stored there if the bucket is

empty. In case it is occupied, subsequent indices are scanned

until an empty bucket is found. Linear probing is CPU cache

friendly as all KV pairs are accessed sequentially. However,

as the load factor increases, the number of buckets traversed

to find an empty bucket also increases. For example, at a

load factor of 0.90, about 50 buckets need to be traversed

to find an empty bucket [22]. A further complication comes

from the way deletions are handled: simply marking a bucket

as free will incorrectly stop the search for a KV pair that is

inserted further out, leading to a poorer lookup performance

for workloads with frequent deletions.

Cuckoo hashing [28], like linear probing, uses an array

of KV pair buckets but puts a bound on the number of

buckets inspected to find a KV pair. Each KV pair can be

placed in any one of two buckets. Cuckoo hashing uses

two separate hash functions to compute these two separate

bucket addresses. As a result, these buckets are not adjacent.

Each bucket can accommodate one KV pair. During insert,

if both buckets are occupied, a KV pair in one of the two

buckets is randomly chosen and displaced to its other bucket

to make room for the incoming KV pair. Furthermore, the

displaced KV pair may displace another KV pair if both

its buckets are full creating a chain of displacements. This

process continues until no further displacement is required

(i.e., an empty bucket is found) or the upper bound for the

number of displacements is reached. When no empty bucket

is found for a displaced KV pair, the hash table is declared

as full and resizing is needed. Kirsh et al. [21] propose using

additional storage, called as stash, to store the overflow KV

pairs, to avoid resizing. Some variants of cuckoo hashing use

more than two alternative buckets for each KV pair [16], and

other variants use larger buckets in order to contain multiple

KV pairs [11, 12, 29].

Hopscotch hashing [17] is an improvement over cuckoo

hashing for its improved cache utilization and concurrency.

In hopscotch hashing, the all possible locations for a specific

key are contiguous. The number of these locations is called

as the hop distance. Hop distance is the maximum number

of locations inspected during lookup. The hop distance is

usually chosen to be a multiple of the cache line size, mak-

ing hopscotch CPU cache friendly. To accelerate lookups,

each bucket also maintains a bitmap which specifies all

the relevant positions in the neighborhood that need to be

examined to locate an item. During inserts, the hopscotch

algorithm hashes to a specific location based on the key.

It then uses linear probing to locate an empty slot. If the

empty slot is out of the hop range, an attempt is made to

bring that empty position within the hop range by displacing

other items without violating their hop constraints. If such

a displacement is not possible, the hash table becomes full

and needs to be resized.

Summary. To summarize, chained hashing uses linked lists

to store colliding items. However, its use of dynamic mem-
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Figure 1. Cascading write effect in cuckoo hashing. During

insert, a KV pair can kick out an existing KV pair, and moves

it to an alternate location, triggering a chain of inserts.

ory allocation and pointer accesses causes lots of CPU cache

misses, degrading performance. Array hash uses contigu-

ous memory to avoid the pointer chasing problem. However,

it still suffers from the overhead associated with frequent

realloc calls. Linear probing improves CPU cache utiliza-

tion by avoiding dynamic memory allocation and accessing

items in consecutive cache lines. However, as the load fac-

tor increases, inserting a single KV pair requires traversing

large number of cache lines to find an empty slot. Mem-

ory efficient hash tables such as cuckoo hashing and hop-

scotch hashing do not require dynamic memory allocation

and support high load factor with bounded lookup times.

However, these hash tables suffer from the problem of cas-

cading writes.

2.2 The Problem of Cascading Writes

By cascading writes, we mean that to insert a KV pair, we

may need to displace existing KV pairs, thus incurring mul-

tiple write operations for a single insert. Figure 1 shows cas-

cading write problem for cuckoo hashing. During an insert,

a single KV pair, displaces existing KV pairs which triggers

further displacements until an empty bucket is located. Hop-

scotch hashing also suffers from cascading writes because

it may trigger a series of displacements to insert a new KV

pair.

In DRAM-based systems, there is a symmetry between

read-write performance. As a result, the performance of hash

tables over DRAM is dominated by CPU cache utilization.

However, for PCM-based systems, the read-write perfor-

mance asymmetry imply that the number of writes addi-

tionally affects hash table performance. Cascading writes,

which is caused by KV pair displacements during inserts

for memory-efficiency can slow down inserts and wears off

PCM quickly.

Table 1 shows a comparison of existing hash table de-

signs. In terms of cascading writes, chaining, array hash and

Collision CPU Cache Cascading Frequent Memory

Resolution Strategy Utilization Writes Allocation

Chaining Low No Yes

Arrayhash High No Yes
Linear Probing Medium No No

Cuckoo Low Yes No

Hopscotch High Yes No

PFHT (our design) High No No

Table 1. Comparison of different hash table designs (at high

load factor)

linear probing perform better (especially when the load fac-

tor is high), while cuckoo [28] and hopscotch [17] hashing

perform worse. In terms of CPU cache utilization, chained

and cuckoo hashing perform worse while linear probing and

hopscotch perform better. Our goal is to design a hash table

which achieves high CPU cache utilization and avoids the

cascading write during inserts.

3. Hash tables over DRAM vs. PCM

In this section, we evaluate the memory efficiency and per-

formance of commonly used hash tables. Linear chaining

and array hash perform poorly under memory pressure due

to frequent alloc() and realloc() calls, respectively.

Hence, we only characterize linear probing, cuckoo and hop-

scotch hashing designs over DRAM and PCM. In Section 4,

we characterize PFHT performance.

3.1 Evaluation Setup

We run all our experiments on a 6-core Intel Xeon 2.0 GHz

machine with 6MB CPU cache and 24GB of DRAM mem-

ory. We evaluate all hash table designs on PCM using the

Mnemosyne framework [35]. Mnemosyne emulates PCM

hardware by introducing a delay to emulate slower writes to

DRAM by wrapping hardware access macros. It adds a fixed

amount of delay that hits DRAM from the cache. For our

experiments, we emulate an extra delay of 150 ns for write

operations [35]. We modify our hash table implementations

to allocate PCM memory from mnemosyne’s library. We use

mnemosyne’s vista heap allocator and store hash table data

in persistent memory (using mnemosyne’s pmalloc() calls),

and wrap hash table operations using mnemosyne’s transac-

tions. This makes the hash table persistent. We also make

modifications to mnemosyne to obtain the total number of

PCM writes (including log writes) performed.

3.1.1 Workloads

For evaluation, we have implemented all the hash tables

for a fixed size key-value (KV) pair workload with key

size of 8 bytes (i.e., 64 bits) and value size of 8 bytes.

Our implementation can be easily extended to support

variable-length KV pairs. We can generate a 64-bit long

checksum from a key, and use this checksum as hash key.

Next, we can use the 64-bit address for each KV pair as

a hash value. During lookups, if the checksum matches



then we need to compare with the full key to determine a

successful hit. Here, we use the following two workloads.

Write-Once (WO) workload. For this workload, we create

an empty hash table and perform bulk insert of KV pairs

to reach target load factor of 90% and 95%. WO workload

represents use cases, where hash tables are used mostly for

lookup operations. For example, facebook [3], spotify [32]

and the intermediate stage of hash-join algorithms [6] of

various database systems run such workloads.

Write-Heavy (WH) workload. For this workload, we first

use WO workload to reach a target load factor. Then, we

delete an existing KV pair and insert a new KV pair con-

tinuously. Hence, even though the overall load factor re-

mains fixed, the hash table is subjected to continuous ran-

dom inserts and deletes. WH workload represents the use

cases incurring frequent insertions and deletions. For exam-

ple, metadata caches and analytics workloads (i.e., advertis-

ing servers [26]) exhibit characteristics similar to the WH

workload.

For both these workloads, we perform lookup operations

for existing and non-existing keys (also called as successful

and unsuccessful lookups). In the rest of the paper, we show

performance results for a hash table sized for 25 million

KV pairs. We use 16 bytes for every KV pair, so for the

entire hash table, we need at least 381.5 MB of memory

(apart from any metadata overhead). The machine we use for

evaluation has 6 MB of CPU cache. Since, we are evaluating

the CPU cache utilization and memory write-behavior (for

PCMs), using a larger hash table do not affect our results.

In addition to above two workloads, we have used a realistic

caching workloads in Section 4.6.

3.1.2 Hash table Configurations

Linear probing inserts a new KV pair in the next available

slot. This may result in very long lookup times. However, it

can achieve 100% load factor. Cuckoo and hopscotch hash

table designs can only achieve limited load factor since they

guarantee an upper bound on the lookup times. The load

factor achieved by these hash tables is dependent on different

hash table parameters that we describe below.

With hopscotch hashing, increasing the hop range will

improve the load factor of the hash table since one can hash

a large number of items for a specific key. Hence, we pick

a large hop range of 64 because any smaller (such as 32)

cannot achieve greater than 90% load factor. We use a 64-bit

(unsigned long) variable to store this hop range. We find that

even with a hop range of 64, we cannot achieve very high

load factors (greater than 95%). However, we limit ourselves

to a hop range of 64 to avoid any additional write overheads

for updating more than one variable. To address this issue

and accommodate higher load factors, like past work [21],

we augment hopscotch hashing with a small stash, which

is a very small hash table to store any overflow entries.

For 90% load factor, we use a fixed size stash of 8192 KV
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Figure 2. The insert, successful lookup, unsuccessful lookup

performance for hash tables running on DRAM for write-

once (WO) and write-heavy (WH) workloads.

pairs. However, for the 95% load factor we use 3% of the

hash table size as stash. These stash sizes are empirically

determined by running various configurations (not shown in

the paper).

With cuckoo hashing, increasing the number of alterna-

tive buckets and bucket size helps to achieve a higher load

factor. However, this increases the CPU cache misses and

hurts the lookup performance. To restrict our search space

of possible cuckoo hash configurations, we evaluate cuckoo

hashing with two buckets and a bucket size of single cache

line as the base design. This is a commonly used cuckoo

configuration over DRAM for good performance [14]. One

KV pair size is 16 bytes, and each cache line is 64 bytes

long. So, we can fit 4 KV pairs in each cache line. To eval-

uate the impact of bucket sizes, we use two cache lines (i.e.,

each bucket can contain 8 KV pairs); and to evaluate the im-

pact of increasing alternative buckets, we use three buckets.

In all cases, we set maximum displacement chain length to

512, and we do not need to use any stash (which is consistent

with the results reported by Erlingsson et al. [12]). In the rest

of this paper, we denote above three cuckoo configurations

as cuckoo-2-4, cuckoo-2-8, and cuckoo-3-4, respectively.

3.2 Performance Over DRAM

Figure 2 shows that linear probing exhibits the best insert

performance as it does not suffer from cascading write prob-

lem. However, it performs poorly for the invalid lookups,

because there is no upper bound in the number of KV pairs

to be scanned. Cuckoo and hopscotch hashing exhibit better
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Figure 3. Insert, successful lookup, and unsuccessful lookup

performance for hash tables running on PCM for write-

once (WO) and write-heavy (WH) workloads.

lookup performance by using multiple alternative locations

for each KV pair. However, for higher load factor, these hash

tables displace KV pairs to make space and the problem of

cascading writes hurts performance. This problem becomes

severe for the write-heavy workloads, and its performance

degrades.

Overall, we find that for write-heavy workloads with

higher load factor, cuckoo hashing performs better than hop-

scotch hashing over DRAM. Next, we evaluate how expen-

sive are the excessive cascading writes when these hash ta-

bles are used over PCM, since PCM suffers from read-write

performance asymmetry.

3.3 Performance Over PCM

Figure 3 shows that the performance for successful and un-

successful lookups is similar to DRAM. This is expected be-

cause PCM exhibits similar read latency as that of DRAM.

However, we find that using PCM as memory can hurt insert

performance for three reasons. First, there is an extra latency

introduced by writing to PCM. Second, executing hash ta-

ble operations as transactions for durability introduces addi-

tional delay to write the redo log and a commit record. Fi-

nally, we find that allocating persistent memory is very slow

and frequent memory allocations can add additional latency

because allocating memory introduces additional transac-

tions. This especially hurts linear chaining and array hashing

schemes because they require frequent memory allocations.

With inserts, we find that linear probing has the best per-

formance over PCM. The reason is that linear probing re-

Hashing WO-lf-90% WO-lf-95% WH-lf-90% WH-lf-95%

Probing 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0

Hopscotch 6.6 7.4 7.2 11.4

Cuckoo-2-4 4.7 5.8 9.3 26.7
Cuckoo-2-8 4.3 4.6 5.7 8.8

Cuckoo-3-4 4.2 4.5 5.7 8.6

PFHT 4.0 4.1 4.7 5.9

Table 2. PCM write count per insert operation

quires the least number of writes per insert. Inserting an en-

try only requires storing the KV pair in the array bucket.

Both cuckoo and hopscotch hash tables have considerably

slower insert performance as compared to DRAM (and lin-

ear probing). Apart from the delay introduced by the read-

write asymmetry, we find that cascading writes introduce ex-

tra latency during inserts for both hash table designs. In the

write-once case, we find that cuckoo configurations perform

better than hopscotch hashing configurations. For the write-

heavy case (in the 90 and 95% load factor), we find that the

cascading write effect becomes severe with cuckoo. As a re-

sult, hopscotch hashing outperforms cuckoo configurations.

Write Count. Table 2 shows the write count per insert oper-

ation. Linear probing incurs 4 writes per insert. These writes

include inserting the KV pair, updating any associated meta-

data (like bitmaps for hopscotch), and any additional writes

for durability (transaction commit). We see that for achiev-

ing high load factor, cuckoo and hopscotch hash tables dis-

place multiple KV pairs. As a result, they suffer from poor

performance because of cascading writes. For example, at

95% load factor, we find that cuckoo-2-4 (the configuration

used by Fan et al. in memc3 [14]), incurs on an average 26.7

writes per insert, while hopscotch hashing, which is more

write efficient, incurs about 11.4 writes per insert.

Summary. Overall, for write-heavy workloads with high

load factor, we find that hopscotch hashing performs bet-

ter than cuckoo hashing over PCM, which differs from the

DRAM results. The reason is that cuckoo hashing suffers

severely from cascading writes that makes it slower over

PCM.

3.4 Memory Consumption

Table 3 shows the overall memory consumption for differ-

ent hash tables. Linear probing and cuckoo need 16 bytes

per KV pair, while hopscotch hash table (without the stash)

requires 24 bytes. The 64-bit bitmap used in hopscotch im-

plementation to improve performance incurs 50% memory

overhead. Hopscotch hash table consumes additional mem-

ory for stash. Overall, we find that hopscotch uses 24 bytes

per KV pair for the 90% load factor workload and 26 bytes

for the 95% load factor workload. Hence, hopscotch con-

sumes 50% more memory than cuckoo and linear probing

hash tables.

In the next section, we describe how we can design a

memory efficient hash table that does not suffer from un-

bounded lookup performance like linear probing, while of-

fering benefits of multi-hash designs like the cuckoo.



Hashing lf=90% lf=95%

Probing 16.00 16.00

Hopscotch 24.01 26.15

Cuckoo-2-4 16.00 16.00

Cuckoo-2-8 16.00 16.00

Cuckoo-3-4 16.00 16.00

PFHT 16.00 18.09

Table 3. Memory used per KV. Hopscotch and PFHT use

3% chaining-based stash for the 95% load factor; therefore,

memory usage becomes higher.

4. PCM-Friendly Hash Table Design

To address the limitations of existing hash tables over PCM,

we propose a hash table configuration for PCM called the

PCM-Friendly Hash Table (PFHT). PFHT is a hash table de-

signed to limit PCM writes and improve write performance.

4.1 PFHT Design

PFHT is a cuckoo hashing variant that offers the advantages

associated with cuckoo hashing i.e., a memory efficient

design for high load factor and guaranteed lookup times.

However, PFHT avoids the problems of cascading writes

which affects cuckoo and hopscotch hashing. It has two

components – the Main table and the stash, as shown in

Figure 4. The main table (MT) provides good CPU cache

performance and avoids cascading writes while the stash

helps PFHT to achieve a high load factor.

Main Table: Main Table (MT) is the primary storage for

the PFHT. MT is a two-dimensional array of buckets.

The buckets are stored contiguously in memory. Each

bucket contains a fixed number of slots to store KV pairs.

PFHT uses two buckets to store any incoming KV pair.

Furthermore, each bucket fits in one or multiple consecutive

cache lines. Hence, the number of slots in a bucket depends

on the cache line size, which is fairly large (64 bytes) in

modern processors.

Stash: Stash is a small auxiliary storage that PFHT uses

to store any KV pairs that it fails to insert in MT. Most of

the cuckoo hashing designs allow higher (or unbounded)

number of KV displacements in MT during inserts, and

suffer from the problem of cascading writes during inserts.

To avoid this problem, PFHT limits KV displacement in MT

to just one. However, this reduces the load factor achieved

by PFHT. Hence, PFHT may fail to insert KV pairs in MT

more frequently than cuckoo. To offset the load factor loss in

MT, due to the limited shuffling of KV pairs, PFHT uses the

additional stash space. PFHT has the following properties

that make it an attractive choice for PCM.

• Load balanced inserts: A single KV pair can be stored

in two possible buckets in MT. PFHT picks the least

loaded bucket to store a KV pair and keeps the MT load-

balanced. In contrast, cuckoo hashing selects a bucket

buckets h_1

h_3

Main table

key

key value
Stash

h_2

Figure 4. The figure shows PFHT design. PFHT stores key-

values in two bucketed arrays in the main table (MT). An

additional stash stores overflow KV pairs for improved load-

factor. Each row in the MT occupies multiple consecutive cache

lines.

randomly to insert a KV pair. This scheme does not

have adverse affects for DRAM even with an unbounded

movement chain length [14]. However, the extra writes

may hurt PCM performance. By keeping the buckets

load-balanced, PFHT ensures that extra writes are not

required to store new KV pairs.

• No cascading writes: PFHT avoids cascading write ef-

fect by allowing atmost one displacement during inserts.

During an insert, if both the MT buckets are full, cuckoo

hash continuously displaces any one of the existing KV

pairs and causes cascading writes. Instead, PFHT, checks

if it is possible to move any KV pair from one of its two

buckets to its alternative location. If no movement is pos-

sible, PFHT inserts the new KV pair into the stash.

• High CPU cache utilization: PFHT stores keys that

hash to the same location in contiguous buckets, improv-

ing CPU cache performance. PFHT uses larger buckets

to achieve high load factor. However, using large size

bucket increases lookup latency. Therefore, to achieve

a good balance between load factor and lookup latency,

PFHT sets the bucket size to two cache lines.

4.2 PFHT Operations

We now describe how PFHT performs KV pair insertion,

lookup and deletion operations.

1. Insert: First, two hash functions map a KV pair to two

possible buckets in MT. The least loaded bucket is cho-

sen (with ties broken randomly) to store a KV pair. If

both buckets are full, PFHT tries to re-insert an existing

KV pair from any of the two buckets to its alternative lo-

cation. If successful, PFHT inserts the KV pair in MT.

Otherwise, it inserts the new KV pair into stash.



2. Lookup: To lookup a key, PFHT scans the two MT bucket

locations that the key hashes to. If the key is not found,

PFHT looks up the stash to locate the key. If the key

is found, PFHT returns the associated value, otherwise

returns null.

3. Delete (or update): To delete (or update) a KV pair, the

KV pair is located using the lookup operation. If key is

found in the MT, the KV pair is deleted (or updated) in

place. If the corresponding KV pair is found in the stash,

the delete (or update) follows the stash implementation.

Stash Size. We determine the stash size empirically. We set

stash to x% and MT to 100-x% of the total hash table size

and record the load factor that can be supported without

dropping any entries. We find that for load factors up to 90%,

a fixed stash of 8192 entries is sufficient while for 95% load

factor, we need 1-5% stash. In addition, the stash size (i.e.,

x%) does not vary with the change of hash table size. We use

3% stash for our evaluation.

We use chaining based hash table as stash. Chaining and

array hash may not be suitable for PCM as they cause fre-

quent memory allocation and de-allocation to insert and

delete KV pairs and have very high memory overhead. In

general, array hash is worse because it frequently calls re-

alloc calls. Since, PFHT uses a very small stash (3%) com-

pared to the MT, using a linear chaining based stash imple-

mentation has negligible performance overheads. It is dis-

couraged to use linear probing as a stash implementation be-

cause it has poor lookup performance. Furthermore, we do

not recommend to use cuckoo and hopscotch hash configu-

rations for stash because they may cause cascading writes.

4.3 Write-once Workload Performance

We now compare PFHT with other hash tables and report our

results in Figure 3. We find that PFHT limits the number of

writes to PCM, and provides good performance.

For the insert performance, we find that linear probing

performs best, followed by PFHT, cuckoo, and hopscotch

hashing. Linear probing inserts a KV pair in the next avail-

able bucket which improves insert times but results in poor

lookup performance. For multi-hash designs, PFHT per-

forms the best, followed by cuckoo and hopscotch in the

write-once workload. For write-once workload, cascading

write effect is low, since KV pairs are inserted in one-shot,

up to the required load factor without any deletions. Hop-

scotch always pays the fixed additional cost of updating the

bitmap that results in high average write counts that hurts

performance. Overall, we find that PFHT has a good write

performance owing to the low number of PCM writes as seen

in Table 2. For higher load factors, this gap increases since

PFHT performs limited writes. Hopscotch and cuckoo 2-4

configurations only perform 75% that of PFHT write per-

formance. In terms of number of writes, linear probing per-

forms best, followed by PFHT.

For successful and unsuccessful lookups in the write-

once case, both hopscotch and cuckoo outperform PFHT.

Although cuckoo-2-8, and PHFT use two hash buckets with

a bucket size of two cache lines, PHFT performance is lower

because it uses a stash to store overflow KV pairs. The stash

needs to be accessed during lookups to determine whether a

KV pair exists. During lookup if a KV pair is found in the

main table, PHFT does not access the stash. However, the

stash will always be accessed for the non-existing KV pair

lookups. Therefore, unsuccessful lookup throughput is lower

than the successful lookup throughput.

4.4 Write-heavy Workload Performance

We find that PFHT is significantly faster (more than 2X as

compared to hopscotch and more than 8X as compared to

cuckoo 2-4 configuration) for inserts. Linear probing’s in-

sert performance is adversely affected by deletes and inserts

since the maximum probe length is effectively set to the

length of the entire array. Hence, linear probing performs

50% slower for valid lookups and 20X slower for invalid

lookups.

For invalid lookups, we find that linear probing is very

slow. We also see that cuckoo hash tables and hopscotch per-

form about 10% better with successful lookups as compared

to PFHT. In addition, PFHT is 20-50% slower with invalid

lookups than cuckoo and hopscotch hashing. Hence, we see

that PFHT offers an new design point in the trade-off space,

by offering a higher write throughput with lower lookup (es-

pecially invalid lookup) performance that can be useful for

write-heavy workloads like ad-servers.

4.5 Writes and Memory Consumption

Overall, as seen in Table 2, we find that PFHT incurs on

average 5.9 writes per insert for the write-heavy workload at

95% load factor. Cuckoo hash causes more than > 450%

writes with 26.7 writes per insert, and hopscotch causes

about 190% as many writes with 11.4 writes per insert. Even

at lower load factor of 90%, we see that PFHT with 4.7

writes per insert causes the most few writes amongst the

multi-hash hash table implementations. As mentioned ear-

lier, linear probing represents the base case with no shuffling

involved (4 writes/insert). We find that PFHT only incurs

about 6 writes in write-heavy case and close to 4 writes/in-

sert (baseline case) in the remaining configurations.

Hence, we find that PFHT design avoids cascading

writes. The memory consumption of hash tables does not

change with the underlying memory device. As observed

with DRAM performance, hopscotch hash configurations

consume 50% more than cuckoo hashing. However, we do

see that PFHT consumes memory comparable to cuckoo

hashing with 90% load factor and additional 2 bytes per KV

pair with 95% load factor.
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Figure 5. Throughput in million operations per second for

different hash table implementations over PCM. Here, W1 rep-

resents 95% hit ratio workload while W2 represents 90% hit

ratio workload.

4.6 Real Workload Performance

One of the most straightforward applications of PCM is

to use it as a key-value cache since PCM can store large

amounts of data at lower power cost as compared to

DRAM [19]. To evaluate how PFHT and other hash tables

perform for caching workload scenarios, we run simulated

workloads with a cache hit rate of 90% and 95%. In the first

case, 10% of the lookups are invalid and hence incur cache

misses. In the second case, there are 5% cache misses. Dur-

ing a cache miss, we randomly delete (evict) a KV pair from

the hash table and re-insert the missing KV pair.

Figure 5 shows hash table throughput in million opera-

tions per second for a cache over PCM. Linear probing has

poor lookup performance especially for invalid lookups, and

the overall throughput is very low. We find that PFHT out-

performs both hopscotch and cuckoo hashing. As the load

factor increases, the throughput decreases because of high

number of write operations. Hence, with higher miss rates,

there are more delete and insert operations to add new KV

pairs in the cache, and consequently results in high num-

ber of write operations. Hence, we find that PFHT performs

at 5X throughput over cuckoo hashing and 1.4X throughput

over hopscotch hashing, and gives good performance for real

workloads.

5. Related Work

Application support for PCM: PCM-DB [6] and related

systems [34] explore database algorithms such as join and

sort designs that limit the number of writes. These systems

can benefit from PCM optimized hash tables such as PFHT

often used as a store for database processing such as data

structures for query processing, logging and recovery.

Hash table improvements: Recent work in hash tables en-

courages memory efficient hash tables [14, 25] but these de-

signs may result in large number of writes. In addition, Li

et al. [24] suggest several variants of cuckoo hashing to im-

prove the concurrency. Zukowski et al. [36] and splash ta-

ble [31] reduce branch operations in modern processors in

order to improve lookup performance. Our PFHT design is

complementary to these designs.

Other cuckoo variants Past work [21], has looked at us-

ing a small constant-size stash (i.e., 3-4 KV pairs) with

cuckoo hash to avoid rehashing. However, this stash is rarely

used because there is no limit on the displacement chain

length during inserts. PFHT is complementary to the cuckoo

hashing for hardware implementation proposed by Kirsh et.

al [20]. This design works well for workloads having no

delete operations. In contrast, PFHT does not impose any re-

striction in the movement direction and is more suitable for

write-heavy workloads, since it can support higher number

of entries in the main table.

6. Discussion and Conclusion

With PCM, the number of writes introduce additional de-

sign constraint apart from performance and load factor. We

find that existing hash tables, such as cuckoo hashing, are de-

signed for DRAM and are oblivious to PCM write character-

istics. In addition, hash tables that guarantee bounded lookup

times and high load factor suffer from the problem of cascad-

ing writes, which affects PCM performance and endurance.

Based on our experience, we characterize the following best

practices for write-heavy workloads:

• Large bucket sizes: Using large bucket sizes improves the

number of KV pairs that can be stored in a single hash

table row. However, bucket sizes need to be cache-line

aligned. If the buckets sizes are too large, lookup and

insert operations may result in fetching of multiple cache

lines and hurt performance.

• Multi-hash functions: Using multiple hash functions im-

proves the write behavior since there are multiple slots

where a single KV pair can be stored. However, using

large number of functions increases the average number

of places to locate a KV pair and hence increases the

lookup latency.

• Use of a small stash: A stash stores a very small percent-

age of hash table entries (1-5%) and is used only when

the load factor is high. Hence, instead of increasing the

number of hash functions one can add a small stash, that

will only be used for load factors > 90%. This allows

bounded lookup times since an empty stash is not used

during lookup.

• Balanced design: Having a load balanced design ensures

that hash table occupancy is uniform. Instead of shuf-

fling elements during high occupancy and causing un-

predictable performance, PFHT pays an incremental cost

in every insert to carefully insert KV pairs in the least

loaded buckets.

Based on these lessons, we propose PFHT that considers

the read-write asymmetry of PCM. PFHT avoids the prob-

lem of cascading writes in hash tables and provides good

performance under the write heavy workloads. Finally, we

demonstrate our results on PCM emulator, these results may

apply to other storage class memories that have read-write

performance asymmetry.
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